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Agelibi Nicalopotrlou, Barhara Scales, and, leff Weintraub turn our
attention to another source of dtfference in students' stories-gender. Thry
portray the striking differences in tke narrstiae styles of four-year*ld
boys sncl girls. Thex differences in symbolic imagination raise thought-
prwoking questions about the warls in zol$ch young childrefi construct
tluir social worlds-{tnd tlrc ut{tys in which teachers might further and
expand those worlds.

ost scholars and practitioners in the field of education are, for
understandable reasons, rnore interested in stories written for
children, which thev read or which are told to them, than in

stories that childre n tlrcmselies compose and tell. But of course the two
subjects are not unrelated: when children tell stories, they reveal some-
thing irnportant about wlro they are and how ttrey see the world. Bv
grasping the forms of s'yrnbolic imagination expressed in the stories
that children tell, we can improve our understanding of how children
comprehend and respond to the stories told fo them and what kind of
impression these stories make on them. But part of what makes chil-
dren'$ storytelliog so revealing, it is important to add, is that it pla,vs
a vital role in their own efforts to make sense of the world and to find
their place i,n it. As both Bruner (e.9., 1986,1990) and Paley (*.9., 1981,
1984a, 1984b, 1988, 1990) have emphasizetl in different wavs, the sto-
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ries children tell are themselvs cognitive tools, and children's use of
fantasy is a crucial element in their attempts to master reality-

One philosopher has argued that, if we listen carefully to chil-
dren, ft'e can see the ways in which they are little philosophers: they
ponder the d.eepest metaphysical and ontologr.ut problems in their
own u/ay in an attempt to bring cognitive order to the universe (Mat-
thews 1980). In a parallel fashion" this chapter will urge that we take
children seriously as little artists. Th"y use stories and other forrns of
syrnbolic expression in order to represent the wodd-to themselves
and each other-and therebv to make sense of it. Simultaneously, they
use their stories as a way of expressing certain emotionally important
thernes that preoccupy them and of symbolically managing or resolv-
ing these underlying themes. fn constmcting their stories, thev draw
in various lvays on images and conceptual resources present in their
culture, but they do not just passively abrcrb thenr-and the messages
betrind them. [t seems clear that, e!'en at the age of four, they are able
to appropriate them and to some degree to manipulate them for their
own symbolic ends. But once again, to see how they do it, we have to
listen to them carefully.

The Study Plan

The present discussion is based on the analysis of a set of spontaneous
stories told by a group of four-year-olds. The larger concern behind
this investigation is to explore the different ways in which chitdren use
symbolic conslructions to represent and organize reality-and, in this
case, the ways in which these differences come to be strucfured by
gender Our findings suggest that, even at this early d1e, the boys and
girls involved visualize and represent the world-and especially the
world of social relations-in striki*gly distinctive ways. Their differ-
iog orientations are expressed in their active use and irnaginative
elaboration oi two distinclive and gender-related narrative styles that
permeate tlris body of stories. Underlying these nalrative styles are
different forms of symbolic imagination, different emergi.g images of
social realiiY and different ways of coming to grips with that realitv.
They represent, among other things, quite different approaches to the
symbolic management of order and disorder. In addition to broaden-
ing our knowledge of narrative diversitv among young children, it
seerns likelv that grasping these differences can help us understand
tendencies toward the developmental emergence of different cognitive
and culfural styles in men and women.
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r04 Gender Differeilces nnct Syrrrbolic lnnginntiort

The Children and Their Stories

The stories we have been analyzi.g were composcd by chilclren at-

tending a half-day nursery school affiliated with the Child Study Cen-

ter of the University of California, Berkeley. The group involved was

the class of four-year-olds, of which one of the authors, Barbara Scales,

is the head teacher. The class consisted of 28 children, 74 boys atrd 14

girls.
The family backgrounds of the children in this grouP were pri-

marily middle to upper-middle class, mostly professional or academic.

In most cases, both parents worked outside the holne. To prepare for
some of the discussion later on, we want to emphasize that the nursery
school attempts strongly and deliberately to create an egalitarian and

nonsexist atmosphere; and we have every reason to believe that most

of the children come from families which share this orientation.
The stories were collected by using a variant of a storytelling

and story-acting technique pioneered by Vivihn Paley. One optional
activity in which any child in the school majt choose to participate
every duy is to dictate a story to the teacher |vho is supervising the

inside area that day. The teacher records the story as the child tells it.
At the end of each duy, all the stories dictated during that duy are read

aloud to the entire group at "circle time" by the sarne teaclter. While
'the story is being read, the child-author and other children, whom he

or she cl',ooses, act out the story. This story-acting practice is aimed at

fostering communication and the development of a common culture
within the group of children by having them listen to and even actively
participate in each other's stories.- 

the analysis is based on the complete set of 582 stories collected

during the entire academic year 1988-89, which included stories told
by all2A cnitdren. About 50 percent (347) of these stories were dictated
by girls and about 40 percent (235) by boys. (This corPus of stories is
drawn from the 'Child Study Center Archives of Children's Play Nar-
ratives" at the Institute of Human Development of the Uuiversity of
California, Berkeley.)

Interpretive Analysis: Narrative as Symbolic Form

Material of this kind constitutes an especially rich source of data for

research that explores the role of narratives in children's construction
of reality and personal identity. This is true above all because of their

voluntary and spontaneous composition and because the children's
storytelling activity is embedded in the ongoing framework of their
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everyday group life-irl the "real world" of their classroom mipi-
cultttre. I;urthertnore, because of "circle tinte," tftese are stories tfiat
chiltlrell tell not only to adults, but to other cftildren as well.

Fronr a methodological standpoint, the question is what kild of
approach can best take advanlog. of the possibilities offered by this
material. While a considerable hmount of work on children and narra-
tives is being done rlow in the overlapping disciptines of psychology
and linguistics, studies that deal with children's own stori"i ur" decid-
edly in the mitrority. Even in these cases, the stories are usually gener-
ated under conditions that sharply limit their spontaneous character
(often for well-considered methodological reasons, to be sure). Fur-
thermore, for several decades the great bulk of this research has tended
to focus more or less exclusively on formal elements of the stories-
most typically their narrative structure--and to neglect their symbolic
content (for some reviews, see Mandler 1983; Romaine 1985; Slobin
1990; Stein and Glenn 1,982). We are necessarily speaking in broad
terms here, and there are significant exceptions, but even when atten-
tion is paid to the symbolic content, it is usually in an incidental and
unsystematic way (e.9., Sutton-Smith 1981). On the other hand, some
investigations derivi.g from a psychoanalytic perspective obviously
focus quite heavily on symbolic content (e.g., Bettelheim 7977; Pitcher
and Prelinger 196il, but these analyses tend to neglect the formal
elements of the stories and the cognitive styles they embody.

HoweveL a rigid divorce between form and content in the analy-
sis of children's narratives makes it difficult to capture precisely those
features which render them important and emotionally engaging for
childreu. The child's story is fragmented into elements that, takJn in
isolation, do not fully capture the point of telling and listening to
stories. Studies of children's narrative competence, for example, are
often strangely abstracted from the uses to which children prt this
comPetence and their purposes in doing so. Overcoming this fragmen-
tation-reassembling the phenomenon of story as a living whole-re-
quires an aPProach that can integrate the formal analysis of children's
narratives into a more comPrehensive interpretiae perspective. In par-
ticular; it requires that we treat narrative form as a type of synrbolic
form, whose function is to confer meaning on experienie, rathlr than
conceiving it only in terms of linguistic structure. As Bruner has co-
gently put it, 'The central concern is not how narrative text is con-
structed, but rather how it operates as an instrument of mind in the
construction of reality" (7992, 233).
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105 Gender Differences and Symbolic Imnginatiorr

Thus the interpretive framework we have developed to analyze
these stories attempts to capture both their form aud their content and
to bring out the relationship between them. In working out our ap-
proach, w€ have drawn on a range of sources, includi^g several of the
contributors to this volume. One especially useful source of guidance
has been the mode of cultural interpretation championed by Geertz,
an anthropologist (".9., 1973), and the broader "interpretive tunr" in
the human sciences for which he has been a particularly influential
spokesman. The guiding insight of this perspective is that the interpre-
tation of meaning is not only a key requirement for the stud y of human
life, but is simultaneously a central condition of human thought and
action itself. Accordingly, our starting point is the premise that the
children's stories are meaningful texts that, if analyzed carefully, can
tell us a great deal about the ways that children grasp the world and
social relationships. The crucial concern of an interpretive analysis is

tlrus to elucidate or decode the sfructures of nrcaning that the stories
embody and express-reconstructing not only the surface meanings of
the stories, but also certain deeper patterns thert organize and inform
tlrem. When they are approached in this wdf, children's spontaneous
stories, fls well as other expressions of their symbolic imagination, carl
offer us an invaluable and privileged window into the nrind of the
preschooler.

Gender-related Narrative Styles in Children's Stories

When we first set out to exarnine these stories, we did not ltave gender
differences in mind, nor were we searching for different narrative
styles. They emerged in the course of the analysis, and indeed took us
by surprise. It had been suggested that the us" of this storytelling and
story-acting practice seemed to generate greater cohesion and solidar-
ity among the children, and it was this phenomenon of social cohesion
we wished to study. Our original intention was to trace the ways that
themes were transmitted and elaborated within the group and became
part of the children's common culture.

But as we read systematically through the entire corpus of the
stories, one profound complication in this picture became increasingly
apparent to us: nam ely, that the stories divided overwhehningly along
gender lines. Despite the fact that the stories were shared with the
entire group every day, boys and girls told different kinds of stories.
In fact, the kinds of stories boys and girls told differed systernatically
and consistently not only in their characteristic subject matter, but also
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in the overall rtarrative structure and symbolic irnagination they em-
ployed.

We discovered, in other words, that this body of stories is domi-
trated by two highly distinctive narrative styles, divided to a striking
extetrt along gender lines, that contrast sharply (and subtly) in their
characteristic modes of representing experience and in their underly-
ing inrages of social relationshipr. In fact, these narrative styles ern-
body two distinctive types of genuine aesthetic imagination
(surprising as it may seem to assert this of four-year-olds), each with
its own itrner logic and coherence. In particular; underlying and unify-
ing many of the surface themes in the stories is a preoccupation with
issues of order atrd disorder; here we are indebted to the theoretical
lead provided by Douglas, another anthropologist (particularly in
Dougla s 1966). In general-to anticipate our overall conclusions-the
girls' stories show a strain towa rd order, while the boys' stories show
a strain toward disorder, a dif.ference that is expressed in both the form
and content of the stories.

The subsequetrt discussion will flesh out what we mean in
speaking of a "strain toward order" and a "strain toward disord er,"
fonnulations we have arrived at through a very flexible appropriation
of some ideas in Dewey's Art as Experience (1958). But let us caution
immediately against a possible nrisunderstanding: both styles involve
ways of bringing order to experience. As Douglas makes clea{, an
image of disorder always implies a background image of order against
which it is cotrceived; and, furtherrnore, the disorder of the boys'
stories itself represents a kind of order. The kuy point is that the styles
of the boys' and girls' stories represent two very different approaches
to the symbolic management of order and disorder.

In this chapter we call only sketch out some of the most charac-
teristic features which define and distinguish these two narrative
styles and the cognitive and symbolic mpdes they embody. Although
the basic patterrts are rather clear once thgy have been mapped out, the
subtleties and nuances involved proddce a much richer and more
complex picture than we can fully presetlt here. To complicate matters
further; individual children are often able to put their own unique
starnp on the styles they employ. But here is a beginni^g.

The Girls'Stories: A Strain toward Order

Let us first cltaracterize the girls' stories in terms of both form and
content" The girls' stories, but not those of the boys, tend to have a
coherent plot with a stable set of characters and a continuous plot line.
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108 Gender Differences nnd Synrbolic lnmginntiorr

One way in which the girls giae their stories this coherellce is by
structuring their content around stable sets of socinl relntionships, espe-

cially (though not exclusively) fnnily relationships. In fact, the extetrt
to which the girls' stories, but not those of the boys, revolve thenrati-

cally around the family group is overwhelming. Not all the girls'
stories contain an explicit depiction of family relationshiPt, but most

of them do. And while the girls also represent stable aud harmotrious
relationships in other ways, the portrayal of the family group is their
prototypical mode of doing so. Therefore, it can serve as a useful focus
for illustrating some of the most characteristic and pervasive features
of their distinctive style. Thus the prototypical girl's story introduces

a cast of characters who are carefully situated in a set of kirrship
relationships. Here is an example:

Once upon a time there lyas a cat and a dog. An4 they lived in
a warm snug house. And lhere was a mommy, a daddy, a sister,

and anothei sister that lvas the big sister; and there was a

brother that was the big brother, and there was a baby. And all
the kids played logether until it was dinner time. And then tl*y
had a lovely dinner of spaghetti and meatballs. (Martha,44)

This story brings together almost all the elements that are typical
of the most distinctive form of girls' stories: it revolves around a fnnrily,
it meticulously articulates their kinship relations, and it takes place in

the horne,wltich is both a specific physical setting for the story and also

the center of order ("a warm and snug house"). Another important
element that often gives the girls' stories their coherence and continu-
ity is their depiction of the rhythmic, cyclical, and rePeated patterns of
everyday domestic family life, which the girls like to recount:

Once upon a time there's a mom, a dad, and there's a baby-uld
a brother and a sister. The mother and father go to work and the

::h? itrt i,3H H:mT ff rnl :i : :l'Jill:l 
"["J; 

l]l:
n.il ::'#HT',:li,[ilffi;,|;lii,H';ffiip' 

a ..d then trre

Thus we often find that the family-after all its members have

been carefully enumerated-goes to the park and comes back home.

Or the parents go to work (this often specifically includes the mother)
and the kids go to school, but then they come back home. Or they come

home and have dinner and go to bed and wake up and have break-

fast-and so on. (Boys' stories, on the other hand, very rarely depict
cyclical or rhythmic action, whether in a family setting or in any other
context.)
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In short, these examples show that girls' stories focus on stnble
sctfirrgs and stnble relntiotrchips; they contain relatively little description
q:f action-particularly sudden or violent action. As we will r**, tle
boys' stories are very different in these respects.

In addition, girls' stories-again, unlike the boys'-often in-
clude romantic or fairy-tale irnages of kings and queens, princes and
princesses, and so oll. But it is striking that they are assinrilated to
the fnnily ronlance, since they characteristically get married and
have babies. In additiou, when the girls talk aboui animals, they often
bring them into the family by making them into pets. Here is anotfuer
exarnple:

Two queens atrd two-prlncesses lived in two houses. Once they

::'$i.'*l:ffi JillJliJffi l',',1i"'l:,1.:ff li'n"i,,*oofi l'#
came and wanted to nrarry the queens. Five ponies came ana
been their pets; two rabbits *ere the ponies' iriends, and they

Iff:,.Sil:iTrl;,t, 
the two zebras are the princesses' pets. Th-e

This story also illustrates a tendency toward formal symmetry
(two queens , ttuo kings, two princesses, two prince s, two zebras, and so
on-marred, in this case, only by the five ponies) that is common in
the girls' stories but very rare in the boys'. And let us point out another
importatrt contrast: boys may occasionally mention families, but in
tlreir stories practically no one euer gets married. (There were just three
exceptions in the hundreds of stories we have.) But girls are fond of
marriages and babies:

Once upoll a time there was a princess named Beauty.And she
had two sisters and one dad and a mom. And then she went to
a castle where a beast lived, and his name was Vincent. And
then they get married. Then she has a baby. (Sonia,4-11)

Thus the ideal world of the girls' stories tends to be centered,
coherent, and firmly structured. Princes and princesses, brothers and
sisters, even animals and beasts can all be enfolded harmoniously
within the most stable system of social relations, those of the family
unit. This is an orderly world. And, in fact, whenever order is dis-
rupted or threatened, tire girls are typically quite careful to reestablish
it before ending the story-most characteristicall y by absorbing any
threatening elements within the family unit:

Once u-p_on a time there was a mom. The mom was playing with

*xi*fi il i':l?: xtr t,ixl; 
'll: 

::* ff xl l': [*i # f il;
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It rode ilto water in the house. The parents came back lronre.

The babies were gone. The dinosaur r6bbed the babies. The dad

came honre and Jaid, "Babies, we're home. It's your Birthd ay.l"

Thel the dinosaur branged thenr home and they were friends.

T6e babies blew out thelandles. They were two years old. The

end. (PollY, 4-3)

The crucial point is that the girls' stories are not just orderly; they show

a positive sfrailt toward order.

The Boys, stories: A strain toward Disorder

In contrast, the four-year-old boys' stories show a straitr toward disor-

der. Their stories ur"iut less likeiy than the girls' to have either a stable

cast of characters or a well-articulated plot; nor do they develoP their

themes in the steady and methodical manner of the girls' stories.

Rather thal the centered stability of the girls'stories, the boys'stories

are marked by movement and disruption and often by agsociative

chains of exu6erant imagery. One rnight say that, if the girls' stories

focus on creating, maintaining, and elaborating structure, the boys'

stories focus on generating action and excitemenU and the restless

energy of their stories often overwhelms their capacily- to manage it
coheiently. Thus their stories are more likely than the girls' to verge on

the chaoiic and often seem to begin or end almost randomly. The

vigorous action that dominates the coutent is typically linked to an

"*!ti.it 
emphasis on violence, conflict, and the disruption of order.

Let us begin with content. The boys' favorite characters tend to

be big, pow€rfil, and often deliberately frightening; warriors of all

sorts are particularly fancied, along with monsters atrd 5u89 or threat-

ening animals. Bes-ides tl're monsters, their stories are full of bears,

tigerl, dinosaurs, and so on-all of which are rather rare in the girls'

st6ries. The animals that girls introduce into their stories tend to be

cute and nonthreatening ones such as butterflies or bunnies. Non-

violent but scary elements such as ghosts and skeletotls are also com-

mon i1 the boyi' stories. The impulse toward disorder that lies behind

their preoccupation with physical violence also comes out in bursts

of extiavagant, deliberately startling, and even grotesque imagery-

If tlie explicit depiction of the family group is- a prototypical
'feature of the girls' stories, the correspoltding nrotif in the boys' stories

is the explicit-and generally enthusiastic-depiction of active vio-

lence. Foi example, liere is a story that no girl in the sample would

have told:
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Ortce upon a tinre there was a Thiceratops, and a Tyrannosaurus
I{ex came. Ile bit Triceratops. But an Anatosaums duckbill was
watching another Anatosaurus eating plants. Tyrannosaums
Rex came and w4tched them. The duckbills run away. A No-
dosaurus cante artd ate plants. A Voltursaurus came and they
fight. All of the dinosaurs fight. Tyrannosaurus fights Tricera-

lt ff ;t 11,' * i'ftifr Hi t*x:,ffi il H? i u::u:fi:::x;
friends and smile. iOohn, +-9)

As with contentj so with form; As we noteci earlie,{, the boys'
stories, in comparison with the girls', tend to be lacking in overall
formal coherence, as well as stability and continuity of time and space.
The typical boy's story consists, rather; of a string of dramatic and
powerful images and events, often juxtaposed in loose association. The
characters, r&ther than being firmly linked togethel, are often intro-
duced sequentially into the story for the sake of action and thrilling
effect. The story just quoted is exceptional in having a clear resolution;
in general, the boys are much less concerned than the girls to bring
their plots to resolution. Instead, what marks the boys' stories is a
consisteut striving toward action, novelty, and excess. As the next story
brings out well, the boys often strive for escalati.g images:

Once upon a time there was a bear that went to the forest. Then
a big wolf opened up his mouth. Then a beam of light came into
a bunny's heart. Then he was a Van4tire bunny. And soon some
monsters came. A giant alligator carne. And crocodile came to
get the alligator. A big egg was rolling around. It belonged to the
alligator. A tiger ran and ran and ran after a bat. And he was safe
from the tiger. (Toby, 4-3)

As these two stories illustrate, the setting is often vague or
amorphous in the boys' stories; either it is not specified, or the action
seems to shift from one unrelated setting to another. Very few stories
center oll an explicitly delineated setting, especially the home. Insofar
as the boys' stories have a plot, it is very frequently dominated by
fighting and destruction. However, as we have noted, physical vio-
letrce is not the only lneans by which disorder can be generated.
Rule-breaking is another comnlolt theme in the boys' stories; and the
story just quoted brings out their fondness for startling and disruptive
imagery.

In short, the world of these stories is a world of violence, disrup-
tiotr, and disorder. What they express is a positiv e fascinntiotr with
disorder.
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Now let us ernphasize another point. Both the boys attd the girls
draw irnages from popular culture (including matcrial tratrsnrittcd by
television, videos, and children's books), but wltat is interesting is that

they do so selectiaely. They have already developed a differential sen-

sitivity and preference for the elements presented to them by their
cultural environment; they appropriate different eletnents arrd find
ways to weave them into distinctive imaginative styles. For example,
whereas the girls are particularly fond of princes and princesses and
other fairy-tale characters, the boys favor cartoon action heroes such
as Superman, He-Man, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and so on. The
next itory brings together many of the characteristic elements of the

boys' stories:

Once upon a time a teenage ninja turtle with a Byn shot down
a rock. Leonardo cuts that rock into half pieces. Leonardo has

two swords. And the guy up high shoots the gun at Leonardo.
A girl comes and has a gun in her pocket and shoots. She rides
something very fast, and it runs and has two legs,and-it's-funny.
A doggy-guy comes; he is a teenage ninja turtle, but he doesn't
have any InbU on his back. Doggy takes out his gull and shoots
the guy up high. His name is Cone-a-lest, and he shoots back at

?:sfi ,ff i'ff ilfi*ll;l|ilil:Tio',?'ff :?,..3.",'P*fr iil*I
It roars and it doesn't see the lion or the guys dowu below and
it left. The end. (lohn,4-8)

"Anything happened": a typical boy's touch. In short, while the girls'
stories are structured so as to maintain or restore order-cognitive,
symbolic, and social-the boys' stories revel in movement, unpre-
dictability, and disorder.

This brings us to another significant point. Given what we saw

in the girls' stories, what is particularly striking about the boys' is the

absence of stable social relationships and their frequent teuuousness

when they are mentioned. The boys do sometimes identify characters

as friends. In fact, this is the relationship they mention most conlmonly,
though still far less commonly than the girls dwell on family relation-
shipJ. But at least at the age of foul they do not yet seem to havb

developed a very powerful image of male friendship. In their stories,

friendsl',ip is often a vague or transitory relationship, and at all events

it is no guarantee of stability or harmony. Here is an especially tellirrg
illustration:

Once trpon a time there was a monster and there was apig; and
the monster wanted to kill the pig but the pig ran too lait and
got away. Then the pig went into the forept and saw a live
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clricke.rt.and they were friends. llut they were fightipg because
the chicken was tlre grcatest, so the pig went to tlit pnii; but t6e
chickcrl c()uldtt't beiause' he was roited by the ptC a^d atetl
hirn all up. (lraul, 4-B)

Summ ary

The storics tolcl by the boys are systematically different from tlose told
by.the- girls, and the opposition goes beyoni surface dissimilarities in
attitudes or plot elenrents. The st,ories display two distinctive forms of
symbolic imagination and involve quite distinctive ways of repre-
senting society and social relationships. It is not too .rr.t.h to say itrat
these four-year-olds ltave already developed two clistinct aesthetic
styles. The style infornring the girls' storiei tends toward what might
be called "socialist realism," wliile t]l:- style of the boys' can usefu"lly.
be termed "picaresque surrealism." Whaf they involve, at the deepest
level, are tyo sharply different approaches t-o the symbolic mar,ug"-
ment of order and disorder.

Some Illustrative Statistics and Their Interpretation:
structures of Meaning and symbolic Reworking
Now that we have sketched out the basic patterns, let us offer some
figures to illustrate some of the points we have been rnaking. Summa-
rized below is the frequelcy (technically, the mean proportiops) of two
of the most Pervasive and significant content themls tirat run througl
the stories: explicit depictions of the family group and of active vio-
lettce.
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Family group
Active violence

This is a simple comParisort, but.it makes a strong point. The reader
will notice that the contrast between the boys' stiries and the girls'
stories is so striking that it hardly seems to require much comrient.
Obviously, the relative frequencies support th; argument we have
been making.

But, in facto in certain impg,rtant ways these figures actually
understate tlte corttrast involved. When ** 

"nplore 
the dEeper patterns

behind these statistical comparisons, the real differences stand out
even more sharply.

In the first place, the specific themes captured in these figures
are, in both cases, only the most conspicuous manifestations of l]rg",

Boys Girls
747o 54Vo

62Vo 18%
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symbolic orientations. These figures for depictions of the "fatnily

groupi, for example, are based ot a coding scheme that used fairly

stringelt criteria, lf 
^ore 

lenient criteria for family themes are used,

the."the gap between the boys' and girls'-Percentlges increases; and

this holds even more strongtjr if we code for "stable and harmonious

social relationships," rathJr than for the more specific category of

family situatiorls.
For a story to be coded as depicting a "family gro,rp,'| for exam-

ple, it required explicit mention of i family situation involvit,S at least

two forms of kinship relation-a mother, a father, and at least olle

child, or one parent with several children. If we add stories that mell-

tion only orr" kinship relationship (such as brother-sister or mother-

child), tire relative frequency for the boys' stories goes to 2O percent

arrd for the girls'stories to 6b percent. Furthermore, mally 9t the girls'

stories which do not explicifly construct an entire fanrily situation

include one implicitly, ut"ta they are noticeably nlorg likely to do..so

tha. the boys' sioriur. But even more inrportaut is the fact noted earlier

that the explicii portrayal of the family grolp is o1ly. lne of the ways

that the girl, 
"*pt, 

asiie stable and harmonious social relationships in

their stories. Oftel they dwell on relationships of this sort which very

much resemble a famity situation, and these shade off into relatiotr-

ships which seem to constitute, in this respect, the functional equiva-

leni of a family situation. Here is an example of what we mean, and

we have chosen what we think is one of the less obvious examples:

Once upon a time there were three bees, three buttcrflics, and

three popies that were playilg near the oceal. They wetlt

home and ate dinner. eitei dinner the butterflies, the bces,

and the ponies went to bed. Wheu they. woke up tfte bees atrd

i[::i:lt1:iiLil:$ 
ocearl' and the ponies we't i.to trre

Correspondin gly, we coded for "active violettce" when charac-

ters in the stories ex[ticitly fought, hurt, killed, ate, or actively threat-

ened each other, of when they were explicitly depicted produci^g

physical destruction. If the criieria are relaxed in various ways-for
L"i*ple, if physical destruction is depicted without an explicit agertt

bei.g specifie.l-then the boys' totals go up disProPortionately 69

percent versus 20 percent). But again, physical violence is only one of

the means that tlie boys use to generate disorder in their stories.

Furthermore, the figures for the girls' stories mask the fact that the

ways they rrse violence in their sbories and the af t itude displayed to-
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ward it tend to be very different from the boys' approach. For example,
girls mention violence rluickly rather than describi.g it in detail-
often, using the passive voice-and their accounts tend to lack the
enthusiasm characteristic of the boys' stories. ,

This last point brings out the really crucial consideration, both
methodologically and theoretically: the fcoding of specific themes or
elements, though necessatf, will always,be inadequate by itself in this
kind of research because an interpretive fnalysis is indispensable everl
to code intelligently. In many ways, in fact, the boys' and the girls'
stories are so different in structure and intent that it is no simple matter
to design uniform coding schemes which fully capture what is going
on in both of them. Ill particular, even if the same element appears or
is nrentioned in a girl's story and a boy's story, its slgrificance is often
different in the two cases because it is used differently and fits into a

different qf rrr cture of nrcnning. Let us give an example" The following
boy's story is one of the 74 percent .which we coded as depicting a

family group:

There was a dad and a rnom and two babies. They went to the
park and there was a nlonster and he ate the family up. After he
ate thc family the monster died because there was too much
family and he was fat. (Andrew, 44')

It is obvious that, in this story, the family imagery is not used to
establish order and security, but rather to express the typical boy's
fascination with violence and disorder (and it is hard not to suspect
sonte ironic intent). Here is a milder, but equally instructive example
from the same 14 percenU the family is associated with order and rules,
but precisely in order to reject thern:

3'H:T,*?,,:il"".:Til:^Ifi:?ffiJ:::L:iTlili'eJ.'ff|"J
your room, brush your teeth, put on your pajamas, and go to
bcd, turn off the light, and pull up the covers." They didn't do

li3:.:i:H:: lfJ, .1:t1: xt' l#u Ii:"J trl::i Jifl"il ffi '
The methodological point is that thematic elements cannot be

taken in isolation and simply aggregated; each element can be under-
stood only in the context of the larger structure of nreaning within
which it is embedded. In other words, as we have just indicated, what
is required is an interpretive analysis that can elucidate these struc-
tures of meanirrg and grasp how they give significance to the particu-
lar elements. And when we undertake such an interpretive analysis,
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t5e systematic differences between the boys' and the girls' stories are

cvctl llrorc striking than lhc figurcs tlrctnsclvcs revcal.

These contrasting structures of meaning are brotrght out csPc-

cially vividly if we analyze what happens when a girl introduces a

typical "boy;s" element or theme into her story, or vice versa. Irt each

.ur*, these elements are modified to conform to the characteristic

model of the gender-specific narrative style.
We have already seen examples of how this is dotte. When a

potentially, threatening or disruptive animal enters one of the girls'
itories, it is characteiistically rendered nonthreatening. This is fre-

quently done by identifying the animal as small or a "baby." Even the

occasional monster can be neutralized with the cautionary comnrent

that it is "a nice monster" or "ababy nlonster," Significantly, attinrals

can be rendered nonthreatening by making thenr into "pets"-that is,

by bringing them into the family and its framework of stable social

t"lotio*t ipr. [n boys' stories we also see this kind of symbolic rework-

ing, but in the opposite direction. The classic boy's :nYnterpart to the

"rrice monster" ib probably the "Vampire bunfrY," which apPeared in a

story quoted earlier.- 
ttris process of symbolic reworking provides one of the most

convincing indications that we are dealing with 1 genuine coutrast

between t*o styles of aesthetic imagination-each constructing the

world in accord with a distinctive symbolic fnfentiort-ratlter thatr a

mere distribution of story traits. (Along similar lines, sPecial insights

can be gained from the analysis of "marginal stories"-111;1t is, stories

by botn Uoyr and girls that fit less sharply than most into one of the

two gender-related narrative styles, and even incorporate some ten-

sion between them. Space limitations preclude further discussion here,

but it is worth noting that, once the main outlines of important narra-

tive styles are identified, "marginal stories" should not be viewed as

an embarrassment, but instead merit special attention as a k"y to

refining the analysis.)

Convergence and Divergence in the Symbolic
Management of Order and Disorder

Before closing, w€ would like to emphasize one additional poitrt,

which in the Jpace available can only be asserted ratlter than demotr-

strated, In this discussion, we have stressed the contrast, in both

themes and forrnal structurp, between the narrative styles informing
the boys' and the girls' stgries. But this is trot to suggest that the

I
ir
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PreocctlPatiotts expressed in these stories, and the underlyipg issues
they adclress, hAve trothing in conllrlolt. On the contrary, what a close
arralysis of thc storics rcvcals is that both boys aud girls are preoccrr-
pied with issues of danger and disorder. Wliat is diiferent is the way
they deal with them. The girls deal with threatening or disruptive
elenrents by muffling or suppressing them: burying them under a
structure of order, alluding to them indirectlyo or, as we have indicated,
incorporating any disturbing or potentially unpredictable figures into
the structure of the family unit. In contrast, the boys deal with these
elements by dwelling on them explicitly, elaborating them, and inten-
sifying their dange.6ur and thriiling ir,rru. As we"put it earlied, the
boys' and girls' stories represent two very different appronches to the
symbolic marragement of order and disorder.

The girls' approach is exenrplified by the crucial (and especially
revealing) fact that they are usually careful not to end their stories until
all potentially disruptive elements have been neutralized or re-
solved-in particular, until the family has come back home or has
otherwise reestablished its grip on order. Tl're fundamental divergence
in this respect between the symbolic imagination underlying the girls'
stories and the boys' could not be illustrated more sharply than by the
contrast between the last two stories we will quote. Here is a girl's
story:

Once upon a tinre there was an old, old house" A family was
living iu it. There was a baby, a motheq a father, and a sister.
And all the kids played Candyland. And one doy when the
family was out shopping, there was a fire on the street to their
house. When they ii*i back home and saw that their house
wasn't there, they went to find another one. (Marth a, 4-51

The home is the locus of ordel so having it burn down is disturbing.
The girl is uot going to end her story until she has the family find
another one. On the other hand, here is a boy's story about the home:

Once upon a time tltere was a moose. His name was Moose-
moose. And he lived in a person's house. And he knocked a
telephone off the wall. And he broke the house. And he ripped
up the skeleton and he knocked the table out. And he brokb-the
windows. Then he knocked down the house again. And then he
drew on his face. And he turned the lamp on, and he let the
birds out of the cage.Tlrc end. (llobby, 4-7)

The story ends with chaos triumphant: a classic boy's story. But
it is interesting to note that the house is always around to be destroyed
a second time.
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Some Lessons and lmplications

This analysis has, we hope, vindicated our suggestiort that we cnl'l

learn a good deal by taking children seriously as little artists and by
recognizing the genuinely aesthetic inrpulse behind their storytelling
activity. The expressive imagination that animates their stories is a
resource they employ for making experience intelligible and rendering
it emotionally manageable and satisfying. Furthermore, utrderlying
the different narrative styles that they use and elaborate are distinctive
ways of visualizing reality, distinctive modes of ordering and inter-
preting the world. Exploring and elucidating these distinctive visions
can deepen our understanding of the active role of children's symbolic
imagination in their construction of reality and in the formation of
identity, including gender identity. While the line of research on which
this chapter is based needs to be further extended and refined, it is
already clear that the findings reported here have implicatious for a
wide range of issues in development and educatiott.' The most striking implication of these findings is sirnply the
extent to which systematic gender differences in social and symbolic
imagination have begun to crystallize even at the young age of four
years. A range of work in a number of fields lends support to our
judgment that the contrasting narrative styles we have identified are
not peculiar to our data and that they do, irrdeed, point to deeper
diffeiences in symbolic imagination and in cognitive and sociocultural
styles. While surprisingly little systematic study of gender differences
in children's spontaneous stories has been undertaken (the major ex-
ception being the work of Paley), the distinctive gender-related pat-
terns delineated in this study appear to be broadly consistent with a

number of other findings from research on gender differences iir chil-
dren's play (".9., Black 1989; Paley 7984a,1984b; Sachs 1987) and in the
narrative and coltversational styles of children and adults (e.g., Good-
win 1990; Goodwin and Goodwin 1987; Sheldotr 1990; Thrtnen 1990a,

1990b). More tentatively, our findings would seem to have sonre bear-
ing on the recent line of discussioll, associated above all with the work
of Gilligan (e.g., 1,982; Gilligan and Attanucci, 1988), whiclr has argued
that men and women follow somewhat different paths of nloral devel-
opment and that wonlen's nloral irnagirration and moral reasoniug are
much more likely to be anchored in a concenl with stable patterns of
social ties and obligations. Our results also appear to resonate, in
suggestive ways, with certain patterns identified in Chodorow's
analysis of the social fonnation of gender differences in ernotional and
personality development (u.9., 7978, 1989).
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lJccause the subject of gender clifferences in development is so
complex aud contentious, a cautionary note is in order" The fact that
the four-year-old boys and girls in this study already display such
distinctive styles of representing and grasping reality, and that they
spontaueously reproduce and elaborate these differellces in a class-
roonl setting devoted to building up a comlnon culture among them,
is a significant phenomerlorl that demands further consideration. By
themselves, however, these findings do not tell us where these differ-
ences corne from, nor do they necessarily suggest that such differences
are immutable. But they do bring out both how far and how deeply
the processes of gender differerrtiation have already developed in the
first four years of life, and they underscore the complexity of the
dynamics involved in the formation of gender identity.

At the same time, these findings highlight the need to approach
the social formation of mind and personality in a way that does not
treat the child as a passive bystanller in this process. In constructing
their stories, both tlre boys and the girls draw on images and other
elements that are presented to them by their cultural environment and
that shape their imagination and sensibility in profound and subtle
ways. But we also find that, when given the opportunity, they are able
(and eager) to use these elements to put the world together in quite
distinctive ways.

One larger inrplication of this striking fact is to remind us that
the fornrative effect of culture is neither simple, unmediated, nor one-
way. Quite practically, this means that the impact on children of the
various cultural materials to which they are exposed-from TV shows
to children's books to classroom curricula-will never be direct or
uniform because, even at a very young oge, the children bring to these
n'raterials their own distinctive interpretive frameworks, underlying
concerrrs, and nrodes of appropriation. Thus the projects of adults who
try to shape and advance children's development-from parents to
teachers-encounter the multiple projects (themselves culturally
shaped) that the chilclrerl themselves are trying to pursue. The results
of these encounters are neither simple nor easily predictable. Without
having sonte sense of the inner logic of the children's own projects,
adults cannot take for granted what the effects of their interventions
will be.

The situation on which our research is based may provide an
instructive exarnple. The patterns we have identified seem to emerge
fronr the complex arrd lllutually reinforcing interaction of two ongoing
processes. First, the children's distinctive narrative styles express url-
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derlying differences in their emerging cognitive modes atrd symbolic
imaginition. Second, at the same time, the use of these different styles

is probably part of an effort by the boys and girls to mark themselves

off from each other symbolically into different groups and to build up

a sense of cohesion and shared identity within each subgroup. There-

fore, the use of the storytelling and story-acting practice to build up a

common culture within the classroom may also, irouically, have pro-
vided the children with a framework for the articulation of differences

within this common culture. There is some indicatiou-though at pre-

sent this can only be tentatively suggested-that the narrative styles of
the chitdren's stories, rather than becomi.g more similar; actually Po-
larized in certain ways during the year, precisely as the boys and girls
became more familiar with each other's styles. (A dialectic of this kind
would be consistent with the pattern suggested by Davies [19891 in her

stimulating analysis of the dynamics of preschool children's symbolic

construction of gender identities)The lesson, once again, is the need

for studies to takl seriously the complexity of the relationship between

culture and individual development.
All these considerations lead back to the recognition, which is a

unifying theme of this volume, that understanding narrative diversity
is a matter of considerable practical significance for education. This is

especially true because children's narrative styles irrvolve not only
diiferent ways of representing reality, bu t-simulta treously-d i fferent

modes of grisping and understanding it.The cognitive and syrnbolic

modes foi which these narrative styles serve as vehicles constitute

important resources for children in leaming arrd development. But. at

the same time, these different tools for mastering reality carry with
them different emphases and sensitivities, different strengths and

weaknesses.
This diversity can emerge along a number of axes. For example,

studies such as those inspired by the work of Heath (e.8., 1983) and

Michaels (e.g., 1981) have analyzed the different narrative styles

brought to sihool by children from culturally distinct communities

and liave showed the impact of these narrative styles on the children's

different routes to literacy and to broader educational success (or lack

thereof). The outcomes are crucially affected by the extent to which
educational practice can recognize, develop, and build on their distinc-

tive strengtlis (and also recognize and address their distinctive SaPs

and weaktresses). But community of origin is certainly not the only
source of narrative diversity within and between classrooms-as at-

tested by the boys and girls discussed in this chaptel whose notable
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differences emerged within a context of very sirnilar fanrily and socicl-
cconolnic backgrounds. The results of our study underline the need to
address the dinrertsiotr of gender in understandirg the sources, forms,
and inrplications of llarrative diversity.

I lere agaiu, it is inrportant to add a note of complexity. Not only
does narrative diversity emerge along a number of axes, but under-
standirrg it is not simply a matter of dividing children into sharply
demarcated subgroups. Children-like adults-need not be restricted
to a single narrative mode, but are likely to have a range available to
them for various purposes. One of the aims of education ought to be
to help develop the range and richness of the narrative styles they can
master and effectively employ. But if .we are to foster and encourage
this development in effective and educationally rewardi.g ways, it is
important to recognize and appreciate the distinctive kinds of founda-
tions on which it can build.

ln the long rull, of course, mappillg out the emergence of gender
differences unavoidably raises an even deeper question: Why do they
occur? This is a big and difficult subject, which we can be excused for
not attempting to address here. But we will venture to say that, in
order to formulate intelligent questions about what causes gender
differences in development, it is important to understand these differ-
ences and their developmental emergence in depth. The type of analy-
sis presented in this chapter can contribute to that goal. It may be that
appreciating and understanding the irnaginative gulf between boys
and girls suggested by this research can help us think about ways of
starting to bridge it.
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